Dear Lexie,

"The Week After"

Well, another Resurrection Weekend here at Sligo has come and gone, and along with it, another opportunity to lift up the cross of Jesus Christ. And in Jesus' own words, "And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto me." That in a nutshell is the reason behind all the programming that was planned from Thursday evening of last week, all the way through Sunday of this week, to lift up Jesus to our church, our campus and our community at large. And by "lifting Him up," I mean that it gave us as a church the opportunity to help our communities see Jesus in a way that many may not be accustomed to seeing Him. Sadly in our culture today, the only time some ever mention the name of Jesus is in a derogatory and demeaning way. But who better than the church, Christ's true representative to the world, to present an accurate portrayal of the light of the world to a
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Well, another Resurrection Weekend here at Sligo has come and gone, and along with it, another opportunity to lift up the cross of Jesus Christ. And in Jesus’ own words, “And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto me.” That in a nutshell is the reason behind all the programming that was planned from Thursday evening of last week, all the way through Sunday of this week, to lift up Jesus to our church, our campus and our community at large. And by “lifting Him up,” I mean that it gave us as a church the opportunity to help our communities see Jesus in a way that many may not be accustomed to seeing Him. Sadly in our culture today, the only time some ever mention the name of Jesus is in a derogatory and demeaning way. But who better than the church, Christ’s true representative to the world, to present an accurate portrayal of the light of the world to a society that is living in darkness.

But here’s an interesting thought that I had recently. Now that a week has passed since our first presentation of Resurrection Weekend, where do we go from here? Or to put it this way, “Now what?” Now that we have spent several days of letting our communities know that Christ is risen and that there is hope for them beyond this life, what should be our next move? I hope that you agree that there should be another step in this process. But the next step may not be what you might think, because in many ways the next step is out of our hands. And the reason I say this is because in my opinion, the next step is a work of the Holy Spirit. Let me explain what I mean. Jesus made it clear to his disciples that if he would be lifted up before the world, that he would be the one responsible in drawing them to Him. Too many times in working for God, we made the mistake of trying to accomplish a work that he has clearly reserved for himself. My job as a pastor is not to convert people. After all, I can’t even convert myself. That’s the Spirit’s job. My part in this process is to make myself available to be used of God in “lifting him up” to a culture that is insistent on dragging Him and everything that He stands for down.

But here’s the clincher. The way that I can best lift up Christ, is by first allowing him to be lifted up in my own life. Which means then that my job as a disciple of Jesus is still one of making myself available? It means putting myself in a position for God’s Spirit to begin a transforming work in my life. And as the apostle Paul said in his letter to the believers at Philippi, “He who has begun a good work in you shall complete it until the day of Jesus Christ.” All I can say is, “Amen to that!”
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A Flood of Possibilities: Genesis 6-9

Jamie Jean

Depending on the lens we use to interpret the evidence, logic and science can support the Biblical account of the flood—showing that it is more than just an ancient myth. If the story is true, then the character of God portrayed can also be reliable. Instead of a vengeful God bent on destroying His creation, the story reveals a God who gave mankind a second chance through the obedience of Noah. To show that the Biblical account is possible, I would like to briefly examine a few points of consideration.

Ubiquity of the Deluge:
Tales of a global flood are ubiquitous in ancient cultures (over 200)—existing throughout Asia and Europe, Africa, and the Americans. In most cases, the flood was worldwide. Many also included an ark, a probation period, chosen survivors, animals, and divine judgment.

“These traditions agree in too many vital points not to have originated from the same factual event.” (Furman Kearley, The Significance of the Genesis Flood)

“There never was a myth without a meaning…there is not one of these stories, no matter how silly or absurd, which was not founded on fact.” (H.H. Bancroft, The Native Races of the Pacific Slope—Mythology)

While the existence of flood myths is not scientific proof, the common nature of these narratives indicates that a large-scale catastrophe occurred that left an impression on the conscious of humanity.

“Of the combination of all these elements into a whole (the destruction of the earth by water, the rescue of a single man and seed of animals by means of a boat, etc), however, we may say without hesitation, it could not have arisen twice independently.” (William Wundt, Elements of Folk Psychology)

Physical Evidence:
In addition, National Geographic archaeologist, Robert Ballard believes he has discovered physical evidence in the Black Sea supporting a scientific theory that a large-scale flood occurred approximately 7,000 years ago. His evidence includes an underwater river valley, ancient shorelines as well as Stone Age structures and tools. (National Geographic/New YorkTimes/BBC/Science.howstuffworks.com)

The Source of Water:
“…all the underground waters erupted from the earth, and the rain fell in mighty torrents from the sky.” (Genesis 7:11)

Floods normally result from excessive rainfall, but the Biblical account also mentions a significant amount of water erupting up from the earth. This oddity in detail needs explanation if the story is to be reliable. Furthermore, Genesis says that water ultimately covered the ENTIRE earth (Genesis 7:19 & 20). If ALL the ice caps melted, the oceans would rise 216 feet, but there would still be large masses of land. There must also be another source of water. View a map showing completely melted ice caps>

Recently, evidence that the earth’s crust contains a significant amount of water has been discovered>
“It translates into a very, very large mass of water, approaching the sort of mass of water that’s present in all the world’s ocean…” (Graham Pearson, author and a geochemist at the University of Alberta in Canada)

Given that water currently covers about 70% of the planet, this reservoir would be more than enough to flood the remaining land—even if only a fraction of it was pushed to the surface—making a global flood possible, and explaining the details of the testimony.

**Eyewitness Account:**
The only way ancient man, without modern science, could have known about “the fountains of the great deep” (Gen. 7:11) is if there had been eyewitnesses.

**Repopulation:**
The “Out-of-Africa” theory is the predominant position held within the scientific community regarding the origin of man. According to this hypothesis, all people alive today have inherited the same mitochondria from an ancient woman (“Mitochondrial Eve”), and all men have inherited the same Y chromosomes from an ancient man (“Y-chromosomal Adam”). Some scientists now believe that at one point a few people left Africa and populated the entire world. Basically, everyone’s genetic code can be traced back to two individuals, and later, a small group of people were responsible for populating the world—while other early-man species died. Here again the interpretation of this information depends on whether it is viewed from a Biblical or a secular perspective. Nevertheless, the parallels are striking. [More on genomic theory]]>

**God’s Character:**
“Before the flood God sent Noah to warn the world, that the people might be led to repentance, and thus escape the threatened destruction... For a hundred and twenty years the preacher of righteousness warned the world of the coming destruction, but his message was rejected and despised...Had the antediluvians believed the warning, and repented of their evil deeds, the Lord would have turned aside His wrath, as He afterward did from Nineveh.” (Ellen G. White, *Patriarchs and Prophets*)

**In conclusion:**
Given that the pyramids were built and still stand, it seems also feasible for an enormous ark to have been built to house the animals and one family. Ultimately, we cannot prove that the Biblical story of Noah occurred, but there is significant evidence that supports its credibility—implying that it is more than a fantastical myth. I have made an informed choice to believe in the Bible, and a God who is deeply invested in our salvation. The Bible is full of second chance stories that testify to a loving God who desires to save mankind from the destruction of sin. It is in this God, I choose to place my faith.
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